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Equivalence of cosmological observables in conformally related
scalar tensor theories
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Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom
(Received 29 September 2017; published 12 December 2017)
Scalar tensor theories can be expressed in different frames, such as the commonly used Einstein and
Jordan frames, and it is generally accepted that cosmological observables are the same in these frames.
We revisit this by making a detailed side-by-side comparison of the quantities and equations in two
conformally related frames, from the actions and fully covariant field equations to the linearized equations
in both real and Fourier spaces. This confirms that the field and conservation equations are equivalent in
the two frames, in the sense that we can always re-express equations in one frame using relevant
transformations of variables to derive the corresponding equations in the other. We show, with both
analytical derivation and a numerical example, that the line-of-sight integration to calculate CMB
temperature anisotropies can be done using either Einstein frame or Jordan frame quantities, and the results
are identical, provided the correct redshift is used in the Einstein frame (1 þ z ≠ 1=a).
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.124009
I. INTRODUCTION
The accelerated expansion of the Universe [1,2]
observed about two decades ago is one of the most
challenging questions for cosmologists and physicists
today. Such an accelerated expansion cannot be explained
so far in the standard framework which is built upon the
standard model of particle physics and Einstein theory of
General Relativity (GR), and therefore hints that new
physics beyond our current knowledge might be its driving
force. This makes it a very interesting and potentially very
important question, and has motivated various ongoing and
planned astronomical surveys, such as e BOSS [3], DES [4],
HSC [5], DESI [6], LSST [7], EUCLID [8], 4 MOST [9], WFIRST
[10] and SKA [11], which are designed to measure various
properties of the cosmic acceleration which can in turn be
used to shed light on its origin and underlying physics.
From a phenomenological point of view, the simplest
possibility to explain the observations is the Λ cold dark
matter (ΛCDM) model, where a small positive cosmologi-
cal constant Λ is assumed to be accelerating the rate of the
Hubble expansion. Although this model is compatible with
many observations, it has suffered from theoretical diffi-
culties, such as the fine-tuning and coincidence problems.
In order to avoid these problems, various theories of
dark energy [12] and modified gravity [13,14] have been
studied, many of which can be classified as subclasses of
the so-called scalar tensor theories [15]. While GR is a
tensor theory, in which the mediators of the gravitational
interaction (gravitons) are excitations of the metric of the
spacetime, in a scalar-tensor theory, a second mediator of
gravity is considered—a scalar field ϕ, which couples to the
matter or gravitational fields (or both in certain models).
The theory can then be studied in different “frames” by
suitable field redefinitions. The commonly used frames
include the Einstein frame, where the matter fields—rather
than the gravitational field gμν—are coupled to ϕ and the
gravity sector takes its standard form as in GR, and the
Jordan frame, where the matter fields are uncoupled to ϕ
but the gravitational equations are modified due to the
coupling to ϕ. The field equations generally look different
in the two frames, and usually for certain applications in
practice it is advantageous to use one over the other.
Such a freedom of choosing to work in different frames
used to be a source for debates in the community, about
whether the Einstein and Jordan frames are physically
equivalent to each other. The current prevailing opinion is
that physics is the same in these frames, but quantities
calculated in them need to be interpreted carefully to
compare with each other (see, e.g., [16–21] and references
therein; for opposite views see, e.g., [22,23]). For example,
in [24] it is suggested that calculations can be done in the
Einstein frame where the scalar field is a canonical field
with minimal coupling to gravity (therefore simplifying the
equations) but the interpretation of physical observables
should be done in the Jordan frame, which is the “physical
frame.” In Ref. [17], it is proposed that calculations can be
done using frame-independent quantities such that the issue
of how to interpret them can be circumvented naturally;
[21] similarly demonstrates the equivalence of physics
in the two frames by rewriting the action in terms of
dimensionless variables which are frame independent; [20]
finds the correspondences between variables in the two
frames and show that cosmological observables, such as
redshift, luminosity distance and temperature anisotropies,
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are frame independent. Although these are useful works, it
would also be helpful to have a detailed comparison of the
linear perturbation variables (not necessarily observables)
and equations in the two frames, which will provide further
insight about what in a perturbed spacetime are (not)
affected by a conformal transformation.
In this paper,wewould like tohave a closer look at the field
equations in the two frames up to first order in linear
perturbations. This differs from previous works in that we
will write the equations—the fully covariant Einstein and
KleinGordon equations, and their linearized versions in both
real space and Fouier space—side by side and demonstrate
their equivalence. Using these equations, we will show that
physical observables which are gauge invariant, such as the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature anisot-
ropies, weak gravitational lensing and the integrated Sachs-
Wolfe effect, are the samenomatter quantities inwhich frame
are used to calculate them. The derivations will then be
supplemented by a numerical example with which we show
that the CMB temperature spectra calculated in the two
frames are identical provided that care is taken in the Einstein
frame so that integrations stop at the correct time (which is
not necessarily when the scale factor a ¼ 1).
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
general relations between operators and mathematical
quantities built from two conformally related metrics. In
Sec. III, we present the physical model: a scalar-tensor
theory built from the metric tensor gμν and a scalar field ϕ.
The Einstein equations, Klein-Gordon equations and
Friedmann equations are derived independently in the
two frames, and we check that any equation in one frame
can always be obtained directly from its equivalent in the
other frame. In Sec. IV, we present the relations of linear
perturbation variables in the two frames, and show that the
linearized Einstein and matter conservation equations in the
two frames are equivalent (in the sense that an equation in
one frame can be derived from the same equation in the
other frame using the above relations). These will be done
in both real space and Fourier space which is more
convenient to solve the set of coupled linear equations.
In Sec. V, we find expressions of some of the most well-
known cosmological observables and explicitly show that
they are identical in both frames using the relations between
linear perturbation variables in the frames; we explicitly
demonstrate this by showing the CMB spectra for a specific
scalar field model—the K-mouflage model [25,26], which
has a scalar field that is purely kinetic with a non-canonical
kinetic term. Finally, we discuss and conclude in Sec. VI.
Throughout this work, we shall use the unit c ¼ 1, where
c is the speed of light, unless where c is explicitly written.
We adopt the metric sign convention ð−;þ;þ;þÞ.
II. THE MATHEMATICAL SETUP
In this section, we will set up the mathematical frame-
work of this paper, by introducing notations and
conventions to be used later, as well as some useful
relationships between quantities in frames that are con-
formally related.
Later in the paper we will use untildered and tildered
quantities for the Einstein and Jordan frames, respectively.
For this section, however, we prefer to keep things more
general and so refrain from making connections of the
untildered (tildered) frame to the Einstein (Jordan) frame.
A. The 3 + 1 spacetime decomposition
In this paper, we will focus on the analysis and
predictions of observable quantities in the linear perturba-
tion regime. The linear perturbation equations will be
derived using the 3þ 1 decomposition [see, e.g.,
[27,28]], which splits the four-dimensional spacetime into
a time direction and three-dimensional spatial slices (hyper-
surfaces) with constant times. The split is done with respect
the 4-velocity uμ of an observer. Note that as per the
standard convention Greek indices run over 0,1,2,3.
Although later in the paper we will use tildered and
untildered quantities for the different frames, the expres-
sions in this subsection are mostly definitions and general
for any frame, so we make all quantities un-tildered.
A projection tensor hμν can be defined as
hμν ≡ gμν þ uμuν; ð1Þ
which is the metric tensor of the 3D hyperspace orthogonal
to uμ. The covariant spatial derivative ∇ˆμ of a general tensor
field Bσ…λν…ρ can then be expressed using hμν as
∇ˆμBσ…λν…ρ ≡ hμαhσβ…hλγhδν…hϵρ∇αBβ:::γδ:::ϵ ; ð2Þ
in which ∇ denotes the full covariant derivative compatible
with gμν. Similarly, the covariant time derivative can be
expressed as
_Bσ…λν…ρ ≡ uμ∇μBσ…λν…ρ: ð3Þ
The stress-energy tensor of matter and the scalar field
can be decomposed as
Tμν ¼ ρuμuν þ phμν þ 2qðμuνÞ þ Πμν; ð4Þ
which gives dynamical quantities including the energy
density ρ, isotropic pressure p, energy flux qμ and the
anisotropic stress Πμν. The latter two are purely spatial
quantities satisfying uμqμ ¼ uμΠμν ¼ 0, and therefore van-
ish in an exact Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) uni-
verse; in a perturbed FRW spacetime they are linear-order
quantities.
Similarly, the covariant derivative of the 4-velocity can
be split as
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∇μuν ¼ −uμ _uν þ 1
3
θhμν þ σμν þϖμν; ð5Þ
which gives the kinematic quantities including the
expansion scalar θ≡∇αuα, the shear tensor σμν≡
∇ˆðμuνÞ − 13 θhμν, the vorticity ϖμν ≡ ∇ˆ½μuν and the
4-acceleration of the observer wμ ≡ _uμ. Only θ is
nonzero in an exact FRW spacetime, and the other
three are purely spatial tensors, which are first order
quantities for wμ and σμν and second order quantity
for ϖμν in a perturbed FRW spacetime, satisfying
uμwμ ¼ uμσμν ¼ uμϖμν ¼ 0.
Note that the metric signature used here is ð−;þ;þ;þÞ,
so that uαuα ¼ −1. The Riemann tensor is defined in terms
of the Christoffel symbols as
Rμνρσ ¼ ∂ρΓμνσ − ∂σΓμνρ þ ΓμραΓανσ − ΓμσαΓανρ; ð6Þ
and the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar are given by Rμν ≡
Rαμαν and R≡ gμνRμν ¼ Rμμ.
As mentioned in the introduction, we hope that this work
will be a useful reference in which linear perturbation
equations in both frames are compared side by side and can
be found for future work. In the literature, linear perturba-
tion analyses are often done using the synchronous
or Newtonian gauges [29]. The equations in the 3þ 1
formalism presented here can be re-expressed in general
gauges by gauge fixing. For example, the synchronous
(Newtonian) gauge corresponds to setting w ¼ 0 (σ ¼ 0) in
our equations [see, e.g., [30]] for an explicit mapping to
those gauges], where w, σ are, respectively, the Fourier-
space expressions of the scalar modes1 of wμ and σμν
(see below).
B. Mathematical quantities in
conformal transformation
Although the ultimate goal of this paper is to consider the
equivalence of physically observable quantities in the
Einstein and Jordan frames, it is useful to know how
general mathematical quantities are connected in generally
conformally-related frames. These relations will also be
useful when we compare the equations in the two frames.
The metric tensors in two frames which later will be
called the Einstein frame (gμν) and the Jordan frame (~gμν)
are related by a conformal transformation2
~gμν ¼ AðϕÞgμν; ð7Þ
where A is a function of a scalar field ϕ. If we denote by g
and ~g the determinants of the metrics gμν and ~gμν,
respectively, we then have the useful relation:
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~g
p
¼ A2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp : ð8Þ
Since the two frames are related by a conformal trans-
formation, if we use conformal time (denoted by η) and
comoving spatial coordinates (x), then the coordinates will
be the same in the two frames. For example, in the case of
exactly FRW spacetimes, the line elements in the two
frames can be written as
ds2 ¼ a2ð−dη2 þ dx2Þ;
d~s2 ¼ ~a2ð−dη2 þ dx2Þ: ð9Þ
Therefore, it is convenient to define the covariant deriva-
tives using the conformal and comoving coordinates. In this
case, for a general scalar field ψ , the covariant derivatives
with lower index (which are equal to the partial derivatives)
are the same in the two frames
~∇μψ ¼ ∇μψ : ð10Þ
In the meantime, extra care needs to be taken for the
covariant derivatives with upper index, as the index is not
raised by the same metric in the two frames. We have
∇μψ ¼ gμα∇αψ and ~∇μψ ¼ ~gμα ~∇αψ , which satisfy
~∇μψ ¼ 1
A
∇μψ ; ð11Þ
where we have used ~gμν ¼ 1A gμν, which is the inverse
relation of Eq. (7).
The covariant time derivatives in the two frames are,
respectively, defined by _ψ ≡ uα∇αψ and ψ∘ ≡ ~uα ~∇αψ .
In order to find the link between these two quantities,
we have used the relation between the 4-velocities in the
two frames:
~uμ ¼ d~x
μ
d~s
¼ dx
μ
d~s
¼ dx
μﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
ds
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p uμ; ð12Þ
where the third equality is because d~s ¼ ﬃﬃﬃAp ds. Similarly,
~uμ ¼ ~gμν ~uν ¼ Agμν
1ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p uν ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
uμ; ð13Þ
and therefore
ψ
∘ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p _ψ : ð14Þ
Although Eq. (14) is useful in connecting the physical
time derivatives in the two frames, it is more convenient to
use the conformal time derivative 0 ≡ d=dη because it is the
same in both frames:
1In this work, we shall only consider scalar modes of linear
perturbations.
2Although we will identify these metrics to be the Einstein-
and Jordan-frame ones, respectively, later in this section, we shall
avoid doing this to keep things general. Instead, if needed, we
shall call them untildered and tildered frames.
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ψ 0 ¼ ~aψ∘ ¼ a _ψ ; ð15Þ
where a and ~a are the scale factors in the two frames
introduced in Eq. (9) and they satisfy ~a ¼ a ﬃﬃﬃAp .
Using the 3þ 1 spacetime decomposition introduced in
the previous subsection, the covariant derivatives of ψ can
be split as
∇μψ ¼ −uμ _ψ þ ∇ˆμψ ;
~∇μψ ¼ − ~uμψ∘ þ ~ˆ∇μψ ; ð16Þ
in the two frames, respectively, from which we obtain the
following relations between the spatial derivatives:
~ˆ∇μψ ¼ ∇ˆμψ ; ~ˆ∇μψ ¼ 1A ∇ˆ
μψ : ð17Þ
Finally, starting from the expression of the Christoffel
symbols:
Γλμν ¼
1
2
gλαð∂μgαν þ ∂νgμα − ∂αgμνÞ;
in the untildered frame, and
~Γλμν ¼
1
2
~gλαð∂μ ~gαν þ ∂ν ~gμα − ∂α ~gμνÞ;
in the tildered frame, and using Eq. (7), one can compute
the link between these two quantities
~Γλμν ¼ Γλμν þ
1
2A
ðδλν∇μAþ δλμ∇νA − gμν∇λAÞ: ð18Þ
This expression is useful to compute the relations between
quantities involving covariant derivatives applied to general
tensors. An example of its application is the computation
of the link between the d’Alembertian operators in the
untildered and tildered frames, respectively, defined by
□≡∇α∇α and ~□≡ ~∇α ~∇α
~□ψ ¼ 1
A
□ψ þ 1
A2
∇αψ∇αA: ð19Þ
C. Lagrangian densities and the scalar field
In order to derive and compare the relevant equations in
the two frames, we also need to know how the Lagrangian
densities and a general scalar field transform in the
conformal transformation.
The action built from a Lagrangian density L, expressed
in terms of the untildered metric, reads
S½gμν ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−g
p
L; ð20Þ
Using the transformation law for
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp given by Eq. (8), it
can be expressed in terms of the tildered metric as
S½~gμν ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~g
p L
A2
; ð21Þ
where note that the coordinates are the same in these
expressions because they are comoving coordinates.
One can then define the Lagrangian density in the
tildered frame, ~L, as
~L ¼ 1
A2
L; ð22Þ
which can be used to determine the transformation law of
the scalar field between the two frames. To do this, let us
have a simple example of the Lagrangian density of a scalar
filed, which takes the canonic form in the tildered frame,
~L ~ϕ ¼ −
1
2
~gαβ ~∇α ~ϕ ~∇β ~ϕ: ð23Þ
Since the transformed scalar field, ~ϕ, is related to the scalar
field ϕ in the untildered frame, we can write ~∇μ ~ϕ ¼
ð∂ ~ϕ=∂ϕÞ ~∇μϕ. Then, using ~gμν ¼ 1A gμν and ~∇μϕ ¼ ∇μϕ,
Eq. (23) can be rewritten as
~L ~ϕ ¼ −
∂ ~ϕ
∂ϕ
2 1
2
gαβ
A
∇αϕ∇βϕ: ð24Þ
Hence, for the scalar field Lagrangian density in the
untildered frame, Lϕ ¼ − 12 gαβ∇αϕ∇βϕ, the relation in
Eq. (22) implies that the scalar fields ϕ and ~ϕ should satisfy
∂ ~ϕ
∂ϕ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p : ð25Þ
This in turn means that
∂ ~L ~ϕ
∂ð ~∇μ ~ϕÞ
¼ 1
A
3
2
∂Lϕ
∂ð∇μϕÞ ; ð26Þ
from which and Eq. (18) we find
~∇μ
 ∂ ~L ~ϕ
∂ð ~∇μ ~ϕÞ

¼ 1
A
3
2
∇μ
 ∂Lϕ
∂ð∇μϕÞ

þ 1
2A
3
2
d lnA
dϕ
∂Lϕ
∂ð∇μϕÞ∇μϕ:
ð27Þ
This relation can be used to transform the Klein-Gordon
equation between the untildered and the tildered frames.
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III. SCALAR-TENSOR THEORIES
We shall consider the classical scalar-tensor theory
where gravity is mediated by a scalar field in addition to
the metric tensor. Let M be a four-dimensional manifold
representing the spacetime, thenM equipped with a metric
gμν, in which the Ricci scalar is not coupled to any scalar
field, is denoted by ðM; gμνÞ and we call this the Einstein
frame. In this frame, the Einstein equations take their
standard form as in GR, but matter is non-minimally
coupled to the scalar field and hence free particles do
not follow geodesics of the metric gμν but feel an additional
fifth force.
The total action in the Einstein frame reads
S½gμν ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−g
p 1
2
M2PlRþ Lϕ½ϕ; ð∇ϕÞ2

þ Sm½AðϕÞ; gμν; ð28Þ
where MPl is the reduced Planck mass defined by
M−2Pl ¼ 8πG, G is Newton’s constant, Lϕ is the
Lagrangian density of the scalar field ϕ, R ¼ gμνRμν is
the Ricci scalar, Rμν the Ricci tensor, and Sm½AðϕÞ; gμν is
the matter action given by
Sm½AðϕÞ; gμν ¼
X
i
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−g
p
Lmðψ ðiÞm ; AðϕÞ; gμνÞ;
ð29Þ
where AðϕÞ is an algebraic function of the scalar field ϕ,
ψ ðiÞm denotes the ith species of matter fields, and the
summation is over all matter species.
We can introduce another, tildered, metric ~gμν through
~gμν ¼ AðϕÞgμν, and the relation between the Ricci scalars of
these two metrics can be straightforwardly found by using
the transformations of the Christoffel symbols given in
Eq. (18):
R ¼ A ~Rþ 3 ~□A − 9
2
ð ~∇AÞ2
A
: ð30Þ
Using this relation and the transformations of the metric
tensors, we can reexpress the Einstein-frame action
Eq. (28) in terms of the tildered metric ~gμν and a redefined
scalar field ~ϕ:
S½~gμν ¼
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~g
p 1
2
M2Pl
1
A
~Rþ 3
4
M2Pl
ð ~∇AÞ2
A3
þ ~L ~ϕð ~ϕ; ð ~∇ ~ϕÞ2Þ

þ Sm½~gμν; ð31Þ
where we have dropped a boundary term which does not
contribute to the dynamics of the theory, and the matter
action expressed in terms of the tildered metric ~gμν is
given by
Sm½~gμν ¼
X
i
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~g
p
~Lmð ~ψ ðiÞm ; ~gμνÞ: ð32Þ
The manifoldM endowed with the metric ~gμν, where the
metric now is non-minimally coupled to the scalar field, is
denoted by ðM; ~gμνÞ and called the Jordan frame. In this
frame, matter is minimally coupled to the scalar field, and
free particles follow geodesics of the metric ~gμν, just as in
general relativity. On the other hand, the Einstein equations
are different from those in GR, highlighting the physical
result that gravity is now mediated not just by the massless
gravitons, but also by the scalar field.
From here on we shall use tildes for Jordan-frame
quantities while their Einstein-frame counterparts are
untildered.
A. Einstein’s equations in the two frames
Varying the action Eq. (28) with respect to the metric gμν
gives the Einstein equations in the Einstein frame:
Rμν −
1
2
gμνR ¼ M−2Pl ðTðmÞμν þ TðϕÞμν Þ; ð33Þ
where the stress energy tensors TðiÞμν , i ¼ m or ϕ, are defined
by TðiÞμν ≡ − 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp δ½
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp LðiÞ
δgμν .
Similarly, varying the action Eq. (31) with respect to the
metric ~gμν gives the Einstein equations in the Jordan frame:
~Rμν −
1
2
~gμν ~R ¼ M−2Pl ðA ~TðmÞμν þ A ~Tð
~ϕÞ
μν Þ þ ~gμν
~□A
A
−
~∇μ ~∇νA
A
þ 1
2
~∇μA ~∇νA
A2
−
5
4
~gμν
ð ~∇AÞ2
A2
;
ð34Þ
where the stress energy tensors ~TðiÞμν , i ¼ m or ~ϕ, are defined
by ~TðiÞμν ≡ − 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~g
p δ½
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~g
p
~LðiÞ
δ~gμν .
Using the links between operators in the two frames
given in Sec. II, and the relations between the Ricci tensors
and scalars in both frames, which are given by
~Rμν ¼ Rμν −
∇μ∇νA
A
−
gμν
2
□A
A
þ 3
2
∇μA∇νA
A2
; ð35Þ
and
~R ¼ 1
A

R − 3
□A
A
þ 3
2
ð∇AÞ2
A2

; ð36Þ
one can check that Eq. (33) is equivalent to Eq. (34).
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From Eq. (34), we can define an effective stress-energy
tensor ~Tð
~ϕÞ
μν for the scalar field in the Jordan frame,
~M−2Pl ~T
ð ~ϕÞ
μν ≡ ~M−2Pl ~Tð ~ϕÞμν þ ~gμν
~□A
A
−
~∇μ ~∇νA
A
þ 1
2
~∇μA ~∇νA
A2
−
5
4
~gμν
ð ~∇AÞ2
A2
; ð37Þ
in which we have defined the reduced Planck mass in the
Jordan frame as ~MPl ¼ A−1=2MPl, and compute the corre-
sponding dynamical quantities using
~ρð ~ϕÞ ¼ ~Tð ~ϕÞμν ~uμ ~uν;
~pð ~ϕÞ ¼ 1
3
~Tð
~ϕÞ
μν
~hμν;
~qμð ~ϕÞ ¼ − ~T
ð ~ϕÞ
αβ ~u
α ~hβμ;
~Πð ~ϕÞμν ¼ ~hαμ ~hβν ~Tð
~ϕÞ
αβ − ~pð
~ϕÞ ~hμν: ð38Þ
Note that the reduced Planck mass is related to Newton’s
constant and is a fundamental constant in the Einstein
frame. In the Jordan frame, however, it depends on the
scalar field. Up to linear order, Eqs. (37) and (38) give
~M−2Pl ~ρð
~ϕÞ ¼ ~M−2Pl ~ρð ~ϕÞ −
~ˆ□A
A
þ ~θA
∘
A
−
3
4
A
∘ 2
A2
; ð39Þ
~M−2Pl ~pð
~ϕÞ ¼ ~M−2Pl ~pð ~ϕÞ þ
2
3
~ˆ□A
A
−
A
∘∘
A
−
2
3
~θ
A
∘
A
þ 5
4
A
∘ 2
A2
; ð40Þ
~M−2Pl ~q
μ
ð ~ϕÞ ¼ ~M
−2
Pl ~q
μ
ð ~ϕÞ −
A
∘
2A2
~ˆ∇μAþ ~ˆ∇
μ
A
∘
A
−
~θ
3
~ˆ∇μA
A
; ð41Þ
~M−2Pl ~Πð
~ϕÞ
μν ¼ ~M−2Pl ~Πð
~ϕÞ
μν −
1
A
ð ~ˆ∇hμ ~ˆ∇νiA − A
∘
~σμνÞ: ð42Þ
At the background level, ~ˆ□A ¼ 0 and ~θ ¼ 3 ~a
∘
~a ¼ 3 ~a
0
~a2,
and using A
∘ ¼ 1
~a A
0, one can rewrite Eq. (39) as
~M−2Pl ~ρð
~ϕÞ ¼ ~M−2Pl ~ρð ~ϕÞ þ 3
~a0
~a3
A0
A
−
3
4
A02
~a2A2
: ð43Þ
Using this equation, it can be easily checked that the
Friedmann equations in the Einstein and Jordan frames,
3

_a
a

2
¼ M−2Pl ðρðmÞ þ ρðϕÞÞ; ð44Þ
3

~a
∘
~a
2
¼ ~M−2Pl ð~ρðmÞ þ ~ρð ~ϕÞÞ; ð45Þ
are equivalent to each other,3 For this check, we also used
the transformation of the density field, ~ρ ¼ A−2ρ, in the two
frames, which will be discussed below. This is a conse-
quence of the equivalence between the Einstein equations
themselves in the two frames, as we checked above; this
equivalence originates from the fact that the equations in
the two frames were derived from the same action and thus
should contain the same physics despite being expressed
differently.
B. The Klein-Gordon equations in the two frames
Varying the Einstein frame action Eq. (28) with respect
to the scalar field ϕ leads to the equation of motion for ϕ
(the Klein-Gordon equation) in the Einstein frame,
∇μ
∂Lϕðϕ; ð∇ϕÞ2Þ
∂ð∇μϕÞ

¼ ∂Lϕ∂ϕ þ
1
2
d lnA
dϕ
TðmÞ; ð46Þ
where TðiÞ ≡ TðiÞμνgμν is the trace of the total stress-energy
tensor of matter for the ith matter species, and ðmÞ means
that the equation only depends on TðiÞ for all other matter
species than the scalar field.
Similarly, varying the Jordan frame action Eq. (31) with
respect to the scalar field ~ϕ gives the equation of motion for
~ϕ in the Jordan frame:
3
2
M2Pl

dA
d ~ϕ

2 ~□ ~ϕ
A3
þ ~∇μ
∂ ~L ~ϕð ~ϕ; ð ~∇ ~ϕÞ2Þ
∂ð ~∇μ ~ϕÞ

¼ − 1
2
M2Pl
1
A2
dA
d ~ϕ
~R −
3
2
M2Pl
dA
d ~ϕ
d2A
d ~ϕ2
ð ~∇ ~ϕÞ2
A3
þ 9
4
M2Pl

dA
d ~ϕ

3 ð ~∇ ~ϕÞ2
A4
þ ∂
~L ~ϕ
∂ ~ϕ : ð47Þ
This equation can be simplified by using the trace of
Eq. (34) to replace ~R in Eq. (47) with the trace of the stress
energy tensor. Doing this leads to
~∇μ
∂ ~L ~ϕð ~ϕ; ð ~∇ ~ϕÞ2Þ
∂ð ~∇μ ~ϕÞ

¼ ∂
~L ~ϕ
∂ ~ϕ þ
1
2
d lnA
d ~ϕ
ð ~TðmÞ þ ~Tð ~ϕÞÞ:
ð48Þ
As with the case of the Einstein equations, it can be verified
that the Klein-Gordon equations in the two frames, despite
having different forms, are mathematically equivalent to
3Throughout this paper, when we say that equations in the two
frames are equivalent, we mean that we can start from the
equation in one frame and derive the corresponding equation in
the other frame using transformation laws of variables in these
frames.
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each other. An explicit check for general scalar field
Lagrangians is presented in Appendix B.
IV. PERTURBATION EQUATIONS IN THE
TWO FRAMES
In Sec. II, we have given the relations between quantities
in two general conformally-related frames. In Sec. III we
briefly checked that the fully covariant Einstein and Klein-
Gordon equations are equivalent in the two frames, because
they are derived from a same action. In order to demon-
strate that physical observables are equivalent in the two
frames, we next need to have a thorough look at the
individual perturbation variables that are relevant to those
observables. The aim of this section is to find the trans-
formation laws of these perturbation variables and use them
to show that the perturbed field and conservation equations
in the two frames contain the same physics.
A. Quantities and equations in real space
We start with the various perturbation quantities and their
equations in real space, and move to k (or Fourier) space in
the next subsection.
1. Kinematic quantities
First look at the transformations of the kinematic
quantities that are related to the curvature of the space-
time—the expansion scalar θ, shear σμν, vorticity ϖμν and
4-acceleration wμ ¼ _uμ.
We already found above that the 4-velocities in the
Einstein and Jordan frames are related by ~uμ ¼ 1ﬃﬃ
A
p uμ,
~uμ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
uμ. The norm of the 4-velocity is the same in
the two frames— ~uμ ~uμ ¼ uμuμ ¼ −1 ¼ −c2. Notice that
the conformal transformation does not change the speed
of light.
Using the definitions for the time derivatives _ψ ≡ uα∇αψ
and ψ
∘ ≡ ~uα ~∇αψ , where ψ now is a simplified notation of a
generic tensor, and the relation between the Christoffel
symbols Eq. (18), one finds the 4-acceleration in the Jordan
frame in terms of the one in the Einstein frame:
~wμ ¼ ~u
∘ μ ¼ 1
A
_uμ þ 1
2
∇ˆμA
A2
;
~wμ ¼ ~u
∘
μ ¼ _uμ þ
1
2
∇ˆμA
A
: ð49Þ
This reflects the fact that the forces felt by particles in the
two frames are not the same: in the Einstein frame there is
an additional fifth force, which depends on the spatial
gradient of A.
Using Eqs. (18) and (12), we can compute the relation
between the expansion scalars in the Einstein frame and
the Jordan frame, defined by θ≡∇αuα and ~θ≡ ~∇α ~uα,
respectively:
~θ ¼ 1
A
1
2
θ þ 3
2
_A
A
3
2
: ð50Þ
The second term comes from the fact that in the Jordan
frame the scale factor is given by ~a ¼ ﬃﬃﬃAp a, and an overall
factor of A−
1
2 comes from the fact that the time derivative in
~θ (θ) is with respect to ~adη (adη): expressed in conformal
time, this becomes
~a0
~a
¼ a
0
a
þ A
0
2A
: ð51Þ
It is straightforward to find the link between the time
derivatives of the expansion scalars in both frames by using
Eqs. (50) and (14):
~θ
∘
¼ 1
A
_θ −
1
2
θ
_A
A2
−
9
4
_A2
A3
þ 3
2
Ä
A2
: ð52Þ
We can similarly find the relations between the spatial
gradients of the expansion scalar, Zμ ≡ ∇ˆμθ in the Einstein
frame and ~Zμ ≡ ~ˆ∇μ ~θ in the Jordan frame. Using Eq. (50)
and (52), this is found to be
~Zμ ¼
1
A
1
2
Zμ −
1
2
θ
∇ˆμA
A
3
2
þ 3
2
∇ˆμ _A
A
3
2
−
9
4
_A
A
5
2
∇ˆμA: ð53Þ
Zμ ( ~Zμ) represents the spatial perturbation of local expan-
sion rate.
The relations between the shear and vorticity tensors in
the two frames can be similarly obtained as
~σνμ ¼
1
A
1
2
σνμ; ~σμν ¼ A12σμν; ð54Þ
~ϖνμ ¼
1
A
1
2
ϖνμ; ~ϖμν ¼ A12ϖμν; ð55Þ
The relation Eq. (54) between the shear tensors in both
frames is linear; this means that if the shear tensor σνμ in the
Einstein frame vanishes, then the same happens for the
shear tensor ~σνμ in the Jordan frame. This relation is
expected as A is the conformal factor, which affects the
volume and therefore the expansion rate, but not the shear.
These transformation laws of the kinematic quantities
have a role to play when comparing certain gauges in the
two frames. When solving the linear perturbation equations
in GR, not all degrees of freedom (dofs) are physical; the
nonphysical d.o.f.s do not affect the physical results and
can be fixed by choosing to work in some gauge. The
choice of gauge is not unique and different choices usually
have advantages and disadvantages. Some commonly used
gauges are
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(i) The synchronous gauge, where the 4-acceleration of
the observer _uμ vanishes.
(ii) The Newtonian gauge, where the shear tensor σνμ
vanishes.
(iii) The energy frame, where the energy flux qμ
vanishes.
It is straightforward to see from Eq. (49) that the synchro-
nous gauge is not preserved by a change of frame. For
instance, if we choose to work with the synchronous gauge
in the Einstein frame by setting _uμ ¼ 0, then in the Jordan
frame ~u
∘ μ
generally does not vanish. The Newtonian gauge,
on the other hand, is the same in both frames due to
Eq. (54). Later we will see that the same applies for the
energy frame.
2. Dynamical quantities
Next we turn to the relations between the dynamical
quantities in the two frames, starting from the definition of
the stress-energy tensor:
TðiÞμν ≡ − 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp
δ½ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp LðiÞ
δgμν
:
Using Eqs. (7) and (8) and the fact that the term in brackets
is frame independent, one finds the following relations,
~TðiÞμν ¼ 1
A
TðiÞμν ; ~T
μðiÞ
ν ¼ 1
A2
TμðiÞν ; ~TμνðiÞ ¼
1
A3
TμνðiÞ;
ð56Þ
where the superscript ðiÞ indicates that these relations are
valid for any species.
Using the decomposition Eq. (4) and the relations
Eq. (56), we find that the energy density, isotropic pressure,
energy flux and anisotropic stress in the two frames are
related by
~ρðiÞ ¼ 1
A2
ρðiÞ; ð57Þ
~pðiÞ ¼ 1
A2
pðiÞ; ð58Þ
~qðiÞμ ¼ 1
A
3
2
qðiÞμ ; ~qμðiÞ ¼
1
A
5
2
qμðiÞ; ð59Þ
~ΠνðiÞμ ¼ 1
A2
ΠνðiÞμ ; ~ΠðiÞμν ¼ 1AΠ
ðiÞ
μν : ð60Þ
Note that the relation in Eq. (59) between the energy
fluxes in the Einstein and Jordan frames is linear, which
confirms that the energy gauge is preserved by a conformal
transformation.
One can intuitively understand the relation between the
energy densities in the two frames given in Eq. (57). Since
~gμν ¼ Agμν, the relation between infinitesimal lengths in the
two frames is given as d~s ¼ ﬃﬃﬃAp ds. Hence, if one considers
a length l in a spatial hypersurface of constant time t, it
can be easily found that ~l ¼ ﬃﬃﬃAp l. Meanwhile, the relation
between masses in the two frames can be found by
considering the action of a point particle of mass ~m
expressed in terms of the tildered metric
Sm½~gμν ¼ − ~m
Z ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~gμνdxμdxν
q
: ð61Þ
Using ~gμν ¼ Agμν, the same action can be expressed in
terms of the untildered metric as
Sm½gμν ¼ − ~m
Z ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−gμνdxμdxν
q
; ð62Þ
which implies that
~m ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p m: ð63Þ
Therefore, in this case the density in the Jordan frame is
given by ~ρ ¼ ~m~l−3 ¼ A−2ml−3 ¼ A−2ρ.
From the above equations, we can also find the relations
between the time and spatial derivatives of the energy
density in the two frames, which is useful for the following
sections:
~ρ
∘
¼ 1
A
5
2
_ρ − 2
_A
A
7
2
ρ; ð64Þ
~ˆ∇μ ~ρ ¼ 1A2 ∇ˆμρ − 2ρ
∇ˆμA
A3
: ð65Þ
We define the perturbation of energy density about the
exact zero-order FRW metric by the comoving first order
quantity XðiÞμ ≡ ∇ˆμρðiÞ ≡ ρðiÞΔðiÞμ in the Einstein and ~XðiÞμ ≡
~ˆ∇μ ~ρðiÞ ≡ ~ρðiÞ ~ΔðiÞμ in the Jordan frame. These quantities are
related by
~XðiÞμ ¼ 1
A2
XðiÞμ − 2
∇ˆμA
A3
;
~ΔðiÞμ ¼ ΔðiÞμ − 2
∇ˆμA
A
; ð66Þ
and their time derivatives satisfy
~Δ
∘ ðiÞ
μ ¼
1
A
1
2
_ΔðiÞμ −
1
2
_A
A
3
2
Δμ −
2
A
3
2
∇ˆμ _Aþ 2
3A
3
2
θ∇ˆμAþ 3
_A
A
5
2
∇ˆμA
− 2
_A
A
3
2
wμ: ð67Þ
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Finally, it is useful to have the following expressions,
which relate the conservations of the stress-energy tensors
in the Einstein and the Jordan frames,
~∇μ ~TμνðiÞ ¼
1
A3
∇μTμνðiÞ −
1
2
∇νA
A4
TðiÞ;
∇μ ~TμðiÞν ¼ 1A2∇μT
μðiÞ
ν −
1
2
∇νA
A3
TðiÞ: ð68Þ
3. Einstein’s equations
We can now discuss the perturbed Einstein equations in
the two frames. In 3 þ 1 formalism, the linearized Einstein
equations give the relations between the kinematic and
dynamical quantities that were introduced above. These
include five constraint equations
0 ¼ ∇ˆαðϵμναβuβϖμνÞ; ð69Þ
0 ¼ − 2∇ˆμθ
3
þ ∇ˆν…þ ∇ˆνϖνμ þM−2Pl qμ; ð70Þ
0 ¼ ½∇ˆασβðμ − ∇ˆαϖβðμϵνÞγαβuγ −Hμν; ð71Þ
0 ¼ ∇ˆνEνμ þ 1
2
M−2Pl

∇ˆνΠνμ þ 2
3
θqμ −
2
3
∇ˆμρ

; ð72Þ
0 ¼ ∇ˆνHμν þ 1
2
M−2Pl ½∇ˆαqβ þ ðρþ pÞϖαβϵμναβuν; ð73Þ
and five propagation equations
0 ¼ _θ þ 1
3
θ2 − ∇ˆ · wþ 1
2
M−2Pl ðρþ 3pÞ; ð74Þ
0 ¼ _σμν þ
2
3
θσμν − ∇ˆhμwνi þ Eμν − 1
2
M−2Pl Πμν; ð75Þ
0 ¼ _ϖμν þ
2
3
θϖμν − ∇ˆ½μwν; ð76Þ
0 ¼ _Eμν þ θEμν − ∇ˆαHðμβ ϵνÞγαβuγ þ 12M
−2
Pl

_Πμν þ
1
3
θΠμν

þ 1
2
M−2Pl ½ðρþ pÞσμν þ ∇ˆhμqνi; ð77Þ
0 ¼ _Hμν þ θHμν þ ∇ˆαEβðμϵνÞγαβuγ − 1
2
M−2Pl ∇ˆαΠβðμϵνÞγαβuγ:
ð78Þ
In these equations, ϵμναβ is the four-dimensional covar-
iant permutation tensor, ∇ˆ · w≡ ∇ˆαwα (the same for
general vectors), and Eμν and Hμν are, respectively, the
electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor, Cμναβ,
defined by Eμν ≡ uαuβCμανβ and Hμν ≡ 12 uαuβϵγδμαCγδνβ.
In the Jordan frame, these equations take the same form,
but the quantities in them should become tildered. In
addition, since there are extra terms in the Jordan-frame
effective stress-energy tensor from the conformal trans-
formation, as shown in Eq. (37), such terms must be added
to the tildered (bold) dynamical quantities in the Einstein
equations. For simplicity, we do not repeat all the constraint
and propagation equations, but instead only write down
those that are directly relevant for linear perturbation
evolutions in a spatially-flat perturbed universe:
0 ¼ − 2
~ˆ∇μ ~θ
3
þ ~ˆ∇ν ~σνμ þ ~ˆ∇ν ~ϖνμ þ ~M−2Pl ~qμ; ð79Þ
0 ¼ ~ˆ∇ν ~Eνμ þ 1
2

~ˆ∇ν
~Πνμ
~M2Pl
þ 2
3
~θ
~qμ
~M2Pl
−
2
3
~ˆ∇μ ~ρ~M2Pl

; ð80Þ
0 ¼ ~θ
∘
þ 1
3
~θ2 − ~ˆ∇ · ~wþ 1
2
~M−2Pl ð~ρþ 3 ~pÞ; ð81Þ
0 ¼ ~σ
∘μ
ν þ
2
3
~θ ~σμν − ~ˆ∇hμ ~wνi þ ~Eμν − 1
2
~M−2Pl ~Πμν; ð82Þ
and
0 ¼ ~E
∘ μ
ν þ ~θ ~Eμν − ~ˆ∇α ~Hðμβ ϵνÞγαβ ~uγ þ 12 ½ð ~M
−2
Pl
~ΠμνÞ∘
þ 1
3
~θ ~M−2Pl ~Πμν þ
1
2
½ ~M−2Pl ð~ρþ ~pÞ ~σμν þ ~ˆ∇hμ ~M−2Pl ~qνi:
ð83Þ
We have verified that these Jordan frame equations are
equivalent to their Einstein-frame counterparts (for exam-
ple, one can start from the Jordan frame equations and use
the relations of the dynamical and kinematic quantities in
these two frames to derive the Einstein-frame equations,
and vice versa), for which we have used the following
expressions (up to linear order)
~Eμν ¼ Eμν; ð84Þ
~ˆ□A ¼ 1
A
□ˆA; ð85Þ
~ˆ∇ν ~ˆ∇hμ ~ˆ∇νiA ¼ 2
3A
∇ˆμ□ˆA −
_A
A
∇ˆνϖνμ; ð86Þ
~ˆ∇μ ~wν ¼ ∇ˆμwν þ 1
2A
∇ˆhμ∇ˆνiAþ 1
6A
hμν□ˆA; ð87Þ
and
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~ˆ∇μ

~ρðφÞ
~M2Pl

¼ 1
A
∇ˆμ

ρðφÞ
M2Pl

−
1
A2
ρðφÞ
M2Pl
∇ˆμAþ
_A
A2
Zμ
þ 1
A2

θ þ 3
2
_A
A

∇ˆμ _A − 2θ
_A
A3
∇ˆμA
−
9
4
_A2
A4
∇ˆμA − 1A2 ∇ˆμ□ˆA: ð88Þ
In addition to the above equations, it is often useful to
express the projected Ricci scalar, Rˆ, onto the hyper-
surfaces orthogonal to uμ, as
Rˆ ¼ R − 2_θ − 4
3
θ2 þ 2∇ˆ · w ð89Þ
¼ 2M−2Pl ρ −
2
3
θ2: ð90Þ
The covariant spatial derivative of the projected Ricci
scalar, ημ ≡ ∇ˆμRˆ=2, can be derived from the above
equation, as
ημ ¼ M−2Pl ∇ˆμρ − 23 θ∇ˆμθ; ð91Þ
and its time evolution is governed by the following
propagation equation
_ημ þ θημ ¼ −
2θ
3
∇ˆμ∇ˆ · w −M−2Pl ∇ˆμ∇ˆ · q: ð92Þ
In the Jordan frame, using the relations Eqs. (89) and
(36), it can be found that
~ˆR ¼ 1
A
Rˆ −
2
A2
□ˆA; ð93Þ
~ημ ¼
1
A
ημ −
1
A2
∇ˆμ□ˆA; ð94Þ
with which it can be easily shown that the equations
~ˆR ¼ 2 ~M2Pl ~ρ −
2
3
~θ2; ð95Þ
~ημ ¼ ~M−2Pl ~ˆ∇μ ~ρ − 2
3
~θ ~ˆ∇μ ~θ; ð96Þ
_~ημ þ ~θ~ημ ¼ −
2~θ
3
~ˆ∇μ ~ˆ∇ · ~w − ~ˆ∇μ½ ~M−2Pl ~ˆ∇ · ~q: ð97Þ
are equivalent to their Einstein-frame counterparts.
4. Conservation equations
The Jordan frame stress-momentum tensor ~Tμν satisfies
the conservation equation ~∇ν ~Tνμ ¼ 0, which can be
decomposed into a component parallel to ~uμ (the continuity
equation) plus a component perpendicular (the Euler
equation) as:
~ρ
∘
þ ð~ρþ ~PÞ~θ þ ~ˆ∇ · ~q ¼ 0; ð98Þ
~q
∘
μ þ
4
3
~θ ~qμ þ ð~ρþ ~PÞ ~wμ þ ~ˆ∇μ ~Pþ ~ˆ∇ν ~Πνμ ¼ 0: ð99Þ
In the Einstein frame, on the other hand, the stress-
energy tensors for individual species do not conserve, but
satisfy
∇νTνμ ¼ T
2A
∇μA;
according to Eq. (68), where T is the trace of Tμν.
Therefore, the continuity and Euler equations can be
written as
_ρþ ðρþ PÞθ þ ∇ˆ · q ¼ − T
2A
_A; ð100Þ
_qμ þ
4
3
θqμ þ ðρþ PÞwμ þ ∇ˆμPþ ∇ˆνΠνμ ¼ T
2A
∇ˆμA:
ð101Þ
In what follows, we shall explicitly compare the conserva-
tion equation for photons and dark matter in the two frames.
Other matter species, e.g., massless neutrinos and baryons,
are similar. We will not discuss massive neutrinos in this
paper.
Photons (and massless particles in general) have zero
trace of their stress-energy tensor, and so the conservation
equations hold for them even in the Einstein frame. By
using Eqs. (50), (57), (64) and ~ˆ∇ · ~q ¼ A−5=2∇ˆ · q, one can
straightforwardly check that the continuity equations for
photons,
~ρ
∘ ðγÞ þ 4
3
~θ ~ρðγÞ þ ~ˆ∇α ~qαðγÞ ¼ 0; ð102Þ
_ρðγÞ þ 4
3
θρðγÞ þ ∇ˆαqαðγÞ ¼ 0; ð103Þ
are equivalent to each other in the two frames. Similarly, it
can be checked that the momentum (Euler) equations for
photons in the two frames,
~q
∘ ðγÞ
μ þ
4
3
~θ ~qðγÞμ þ ~ˆ∇ν ~ΠνðγÞμ þ 4
3
~ρðγÞ ~wμ þ
1
3
~ˆ∇μ ~ρðγÞ
¼ ~ne ~σT

4
3
~ρðγÞ ~vðbÞμ − ~qðγÞμ

; ð104Þ
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_qðγÞμ þ 4
3
θqðγÞμ þ ∇ˆνΠνðγÞμ þ 4
3
ρðγÞwμ þ
1
3
∇ˆμρðγÞ
¼ neσT

4
3
ρðγÞvðbÞμ − qðγÞμ

; ð105Þ
are also equivalent, for which we have used
~q
∘
μ ¼
1
A2
_qμ − 2
_A
A3
qμ;
~vμ ¼ A12vμ;
~ne ~σT ¼ A−12neσT;
where ne is the electron number density and σT is the
Thomson scattering cross section. The right-hand sides of
the Euler equations are the interactions between electrons
and photons. Note that the electron densities in the two
frames are related by ~ne ¼ A−32ne, because the electron
numbers are the same while the volumes are related by
~V ∝ ~l3 ¼ ð ﬃﬃﬃAp lÞ3 ∝ V. On the other hand, the Thomson
cross sections in the two frames are connected by
~σT ¼ AσT , which can be easily checked using the expres-
sion σT ¼ 8π3 ð q
2
4πϵ0mc2
Þ2, in which q and m are, respectively,
the electron electric charge and the mass; thus σT ∝ m−2
with ~m ¼ A−12m.
By taking the spatial gradients of Eqs. (102) and (103),
one finds the propagation equations for the photon density
contrast ~Δμ (Δμ) in the Jordan (Einstein) frame (using
Eq. (67)
~Δ
∘ ðγÞ
μ þ
1
3
~θ ~Δμ þ
4
3
~Zμ þ
4
3
~θ ~wμ þ
1
~ρðγÞ
~ˆ∇μ ~ˆ∇α ~qαðγÞ ¼ 0; ð106Þ
_ΔðγÞμ þ 1
3
θΔμ þ
4
3
Zμ þ
4
3
θwμ þ
1
ρðγÞ
∇ˆμ∇ˆαqαðγÞ ¼ 0. ð107Þ
Again, it can be checked that these equations in the two
frames are equivalent. The fact that all the conservation
equations for photons take exactly the same form in the
Jordan and Einstein frames is because conformal coupling
does not affect the dynamics of photons and, more
generally, massless particles.
We next turn to cold dark matter, which is treated as a
perfect fluid with zero pressure and anisotropic stress in the
perturbation analysis. Using the connection between quan-
tities in the two frames, it can be shown that the continuity
equations in the Jordan and Einstein frames:
~ρ
∘ ðcÞ þ ~θ ~ρðcÞ þ ~ˆ∇α ~qαðcÞ ¼ 0; ð108Þ
_ρðcÞ þ

θ −
_A
2A

ρðcÞ þ ∇ˆαqαðcÞ ¼ 0; ð109Þ
are equivalent to each other. Note that, unlike the case of
photons, these equations take slightly different forms in
the Jordan and Einstein frames, with the latter having an
additional term. While in the Jordan frame ~ρðcÞ satisfies the
usual ~ρðcÞ ∝ ~a−3 scaling law, in the Einstein frame the
mass of dark matter particles evolves in time with
m ∝
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
, and we have a modified scaling law ρðcÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
∝
a−3 or ρðcÞ ∝
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
a−3, which explains the extra factor
in Eq. (109).
Similarly, the momentum equations in the two frames:
~q
∘ ðcÞ
μ þ
4
3
~θ ~qðcÞμ þ ~ρðcÞ ~wμ ¼ 0;
_qðcÞμ þ 4
3
θqðcÞμ þ ρðcÞwμ ¼ −
1
2A
ρðcÞ∇ˆμA;
are equivalent to each other. Indeed, the above equations
can be rewritten in terms of the peculiar velocities given by
~vcμ ≡ ~qðcÞμ =~ρðcÞ and vðcÞμ ≡ qðcÞμ =ρðcÞ:
~v
∘ ðcÞ
μ þ
~a
∘
~a
~vðcÞμ þ ~wμ ¼ 0; ð110Þ
_vðcÞμ þ

_a
a
þ
_A
2A

vðcÞμ þ wμ ¼ −
1
2A
∇ˆμA: ð111Þ
As expected, in the Jordan frame, the peculiar velocity
of dark matter particles is affected by two terms—a
“frictional” force caused by the expansion of the
Universe [the second, velocity-dependent term in
Eq. (110)], and a 4-acceleration ~wμ which encodes
the effect of gravity on particle geodesics. The terms
are both modified in the Einstein frame: the particles
now feel a “fifth” force that is proportional to the
gradient4 of lnðAÞ as in the right-hand side of
Eq. (111), and an additional frictional force as in the
brackets on the left side of Eq. (111).
Taking the spatial gradients of Eqs. (108) and (109),
we obtain the propagation equations for the dark matter
density contrasts in the two frames [again by using
Eq. (67)]:
~Δ
∘ ðcÞ
μ þ
1
3
~θ ~ΔðcÞμ þ ~Zμ þ ~θ ~wμ þ
1
~ρðcÞ
~ˆ∇μ ~ˆ∇α ~qαðcÞ ¼ 0; ð112Þ
4In this sense, lnðAÞ can be considered as the potential of the
fifth force.
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_ΔðcÞμ þ 1
3
θΔðcÞμ þ Zμ þ θwμ þ
1
ρðcÞ
∇ˆμ∇ˆαqαðcÞ
¼ 1
2A
∇ˆμ _A −
_A
2A2
∇ˆμAþ
_A
2A
wμ: ð113Þ
Before leaving this section, note that another sanity
check of the equations derived above is to verify that the
components of the scalar field effective stress-energy
tensor: ~ρ, ~p, ~qμ and ~Πμν satisfy the conservation equations,
Eq. (98) and (99). An explicit check of this will require us
to know the exact form of ~ρð ~ϕÞ, ~pð ~ϕÞ, ~qð
~ϕÞ
μ and ~Πð
~ϕÞ
μν , as well
the stress-energy tensor components for normal matter
species (because it is the components of ~M−2Pl T
ðmatterÞ
μν that
enter the Jordan-frame Einstein equations, and ~MPl depends
on the scalar field A). A slightly easier check—which still
serves the purpose—is to assume that ~Tð
~ϕÞ
μν ¼ ~TðmatterÞμν ¼ 0,
which means that there is no matter, including scalar field,
in the Universe in the Einstein frame. We have checked that
Eqs. (98) and (99) hold for ~ρ, ~p, ~qμ and ~Πμν in this case
(their Einstein-frame version are simply 0 ¼ 0 and so hold
too trivially).
B. Quantities and equations in k space
The linearized Einstein and conservation equations are
usually solved in Fourier (or k) space, where the different
Fourier (or k) modes are independent of each other. The
spatial derivatives can then be replaced with multiplications
by powers of k, so that the equations become ordinary
differential equations that can be solved by numerical
integration. In this subsection, we’ll write the quantities
and equations in k space.
For this, we define the zero-order eigenfunctions QðkÞ of
the comoving spatial d’Alembertian operator a2□ˆ≡
a2∇ˆα∇ˆα (and ~a2 ~ˆ□≡ ~a2 ~ˆ∇α ~ˆ∇α) as
a2□ˆQðkÞ ¼ −k2QðkÞ; ~a2 ~ˆ□QðkÞ ¼ −k2QðkÞ: ð114Þ
_QðkÞ is a zero-order quantity. The multiplication of a2 not
onlymakes this operator a comoving one, but alsomeans that
QðkÞ is the same for both the Einstein and the Jordan frames.
Vector and (rank-2) tensor perturbation quantities in the
Einstein (Jordan) frames can be expanded in terms of QðkÞμ
( ~QðkÞμ ) andQ
ðkÞ
μν ( ~Q
ðkÞ
μν ), which are defined byQ
ðkÞ
μ ≡ ak ∇ˆμQðkÞ
( ~QðkÞμ ≡ ~ak ~ˆ∇μQðkÞ) andQðkÞμν ≡ ak ∇ˆhμQðkÞνi ( ~QðkÞμν ≡ ~ak ~ˆ∇hμ ~QðkÞνi ),
respectively.
1. Kinematic quantities
Using the notations introduced above, the k-space
kinematic quantities (or their gradients) in the two frames
can be written as
Zμ ¼
X
k
k2
a2
ZkQ
ðkÞ
μ ; wμ ¼ −
X
k
k
a
wkQ
ðkÞ
μ ;
σμν ¼ −
X
k
k
a
σkQ
ðkÞ
μν ; hμ ¼
X
k
khkQ
ðkÞ
μ ;
ημ ¼
X
k
k3
a3
ηkQ
ðkÞ
μ ; ~Zμ ¼
X
k
k2
~a2
~Zk ~Q
ðkÞ
μ ;
~wμ ¼ −
X
k
k
~a
~wk ~Q
ðkÞ
μ ; ~σμν ¼ −
X
k
k
~a
~σk ~Q
ðkÞ
μν ;
~hμ ¼
X
k
k ~hk ~Q
ðkÞ
μ ; ~ημ ¼
X
k
k3
~a3
~ηk ~Q
ðkÞ
μ ; ð115Þ
where hμ ≡ ∇ˆμa and ~hμ ≡ ~ˆ∇μ ~a. From these relations, we
find
~wk ¼ wk −
1
2A
ξk; ð116Þ
k ~Zk ¼ kZk þ
3
2
1
A
ξ0k −
3
2
1
A

a0
a
þ 3A
0
2A

ξk þ
3
2
A0
A
wk; ð117Þ
~σk ¼ σk; ð118Þ
~hk ¼ hk þ
1
2A
ξk; ð119Þ
~ηk ¼ ηk þ
1
A
ξk; ð120Þ
in which 0 means the derivative with respect to the
conformal time η (not to be confused with ηk with a
subscript k, which is the Fourier coefficient of ημ), and
where we have used the Fourier expansion of ∇ˆμA given as
∇ˆμA ¼
X
k
k
a
ξkQ
ðkÞ
μ ; ð121Þ
and the relations (which hold to zero order)
1
~a
~QðkÞμ ¼ 1
a
QðkÞμ ;
1
~a2
~QðkÞμν ¼ 1
a2
QðkÞμν : ð122Þ
2. Dynamical quantities
Similarly, for the dynamical quantities or their gradients,
we can write
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Δμ ¼
X
k
k
a
ΔkQ
ðkÞ
μ ; qμ ¼ −
X
k
qkQ
ðkÞ
μ ;
Πμν ¼
X
k
ΠkQ
ðkÞ
μν ; ~Δμ ¼
X
k
k
~a
~Δk ~Q
ðkÞ
μ ;
~qμ ¼ −
X
k
~qk ~Q
ðkÞ
μ ; ~Πμν ¼
X
k
~Πk ~Q
ðkÞ
μν : ð123Þ
From these expressions, we can find the following
relations between the two frames,
~Δk ¼ Δk −
2
A
ξk; ð124Þ
~Δpk ¼ Δpk −
2
A
ξk; ð125Þ
~qk ¼ A−2qk; ð126Þ
~Πk ¼ A−2Πk; ð127Þ
where Δpk is the expansion coefficient for Δ
p
μ ≡ ∇ˆμp=ρ.
Note that because ~ρ ¼ A−2ρ, if we define vk ¼ qk=ρ and
πk ¼ Πk=ρ (and similarly for their Jordan-frame counter-
parts), we will have
~vk ¼ vk; ~πk ¼ πk: ð128Þ
For the relevant effective stress-energy tensor compo-
nents of the scalar field given in Eqs. (39) to (42), the
Fourier expansion coefficient can be written as
~Xk ~a2
~M2Pl
¼ X
ðφÞ
k a
2
M2Pl
−
1
A
ρa2
M2Pl
ξk þ
k2
A
ξk þ
A0
A
kZk
þ 3
A

a0
a
þ A
0
2A

ξ0k −
6A0
A2

a0
a
þ 3
8
A0
A

ξk
þ 3A
0
A

a0
a
þ A
0
2A

wk; ð129Þ
~qk ~a2
~M2Pl
¼ q
ðφÞ
k a
2
M2Pl
−
1
A
kξ0k þ
1
A

a0
a
þ 3
2
A0
A

kξk −
A0
A
kwk;
ð130Þ
~Πk ~a2
~M2Pl
¼ Π
ðφÞ
k a
2
M2Pl
−
1
A
k2ξk −
A0
A
kσk; ð131Þ
where in Eq. (129) ρ is the total energy density of all matter
species in the Einstein frame.
3. Einstein’s equations
With the above results, we can now write down the
Fourier-space versions of the linearized Einstein equations
in the Jordan and Einstein frames, and check their equiv-
alence. For the constraint equation, Eqs. (79) and (70), we
have
2
3
k2ð ~σk − ~ZkÞ ¼ ~M−2Pl ~qk ~a2;
2
3
k2ðσk − ZkÞ ¼ M−2Pl qka2; ð132Þ
and using Eqs. (117), (118) and (130), it can be shown that
they are equivalent. Using Eqs. (116), (117), (120), (129)
and (130), it can also be found that the Fourier-space
versions of Eqs. (96) and (91),
k2 ~ηk ¼ ~M−2Pl ~Xk ~a2 − 2k
~a0
~a
~Zk;
k2ηk ¼ M−2Pl Xka2 − 2k
a0
a
Zk; ð133Þ
and of Eqs. (97) and (92),
k~η0k ¼ − ~M−2Pl ~qk ~a2 − 2k
~a0
~a
~wk;
kη0k ¼ −M−2Pl qka2 − 2k
a0
a
wk; ð134Þ
are equivalent.
The constraint equations Eqs. (80) and (72) in the
Fourier space become
k3 ~Φk ¼ −
1
2

k ~M−2Pl ð ~Πk þ ~XkÞ þ 3
~a0
~a
~M−2Pl qk

~a2;
k3Φk ¼ −
1
2

kM−2Pl ðΠk þ XkÞ þ 3
a0
a
M−2Pl qk

a2; ð135Þ
the equivalence of which can be checked by using
Eqs. (129), (130), (131) and (132). In the above, Φk and
~Φk are, respectively, the Fourier coefficients of Eμν and ~Eμν:
Eμν ¼
X
k
k2
a2
ΦkQμν; ~Eμν ¼
X
k
k2
~a2
~Φk ~Qμν; ð136Þ
so that the Weyl potentials in the two frames satisfy
~Φk ¼ Φk following ~Eμν ¼ Eμν.
The propagation equations for the shear, Eqs. (82)
and (75), become
k

~σ0k þ
~a0
~a
~σk

− k2ð ~Φk þ ~wkÞ þ
1
2
~M−2Pl ~Πk ~a2 ¼ 0;
k

σ0k þ
a0
a
σk

− k2ðΦk þ wkÞ þ
1
2
M−2Pl Πka2 ¼ 0; ð137Þ
and the propagation equations for the Weyl potential,
Eqs. (83) and (77), can be written in k-space as
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k2

~Φ0k þ
~a0
~a
~Φk

¼ 1
2

k ~M−2Pl ½ð ~ρþ ~PÞ ~σk þ ~qk
− ð ~M−2Pl ~ΠkÞ0 −
~a0
~a
~M−2Pl ~Πk

~a2;
k2

Φ0k þ
a0
a
Φk

¼ 1
2

kM−2Pl ½ðρþ PÞσk þ q
−M−2Pl Π0k −
a0
a
M−2Pl Π

a2: ð138Þ
These again can be shown to be equivalent to each other.
Therefore, for all components of the linearized Einstein
equations that are relevant here, the two frames are
physically identical—not only do the equations take the
same forms, but also they have the same physical content.
Note that, in this subsubsection, we used bold symbols to
denote total quantities, including contributions from normal
matter and the effective stress-energy tensor of the scalar
field in the Jordan frame.
4. Conservation equations
Expressed in k space, the perturbed continuity equations
for photons in the Jordan and Einstein frames can be
written as
ð ~ΔðγÞk Þ0 þ
4
3
k ~Zk − 4
~a0
~a
~wk þ k ~vðγÞk ¼ 0;
ðΔðγÞk Þ0 þ
4
3
kZk − 4
a0
a
wk þ kvðγÞk ¼ 0: ð139Þ
The Euler equations for photons can be written as
ð~vðγÞk Þ0−
1
3
k ~ΔðγÞk þ
2
3
k ~πðγÞk þ
4
3
k ~wk− ~ne ~σT ~a

4
3
~vðbÞk − ~v
ðγÞ
k

¼0;
ðvðγÞk Þ0−
1
3
kΔðγÞk þ
2
3
kπðγÞk þ
4
3
kwk−neσTa

4
3
vðbÞk −v
ðγÞ
k

¼0:
ð140Þ
The perturbed continuity equations for cold dark matter
become
ð ~ΔðcÞk Þ0 þ k ~Zk − 3
~a0
~a
~wk þ k ~vðcÞk ¼ 0;
ðΔðcÞk Þ0 þ kZk − 3
a0
a
wk þ kvðcÞk ¼
1
2A
ξ0k −
A0
2A2
ξk; ð141Þ
and the Euler equations are
ð~vðcÞk Þ0 þ
~a0
~a
~vðcÞk þ k ~wk ¼ 0;
ðvðcÞk Þ0 þ

a0
a
þ A
0
2A

vðcÞk þ kwk ¼
1
2A
kξk: ð142Þ
All these equations are equivalent between their Jordan
frame and Einstein frame versions, as can be straightfor-
wardly checked using the relations between the k-space
quantities in the two frames given above. As in the real
space case, we shall not present the relevant equations for
baryons and massless neutrinos as they are similar.
Note that Eq. (139) can be rewritten, in a form that more
directly shows that they are “continuity” equations, as
½ ~ΔðγÞk þ 4~hk0 þ k ~vðγÞk ¼ 0;
½ΔðγÞk þ 4hk0 þ kvðγÞk ¼ 0; ð143Þ
where we have used h0k ¼ 13 kZk − a
0
a wk and a similar
relation in the Jordan-frame. Therefore, even though
both ΔðγÞk and hk are frame-dependent, the value of their
combination in the brackets are not because ~vðγÞk ¼ vðγÞk .
This is because ðΔðγÞk þ 4hkÞ is the fractional perturbation
of ρðγÞa4, where ρðγÞ is the local photon energy density and
a is the local scale factor: the conformal transformation
changes the size of a volume element and therefore the
density in it, but it does not change the total energy inside
the volume element. Doing the same for cold dark matter,
we obtain
½ ~ΔðcÞk þ 3~hk0 þ k ~vðcÞk ¼ 0;
ΔðγÞk þ 3hk −
1
2A
ξk
0
þ kvðγÞk ¼ 0: ð144Þ
The equation in the Jordan frame can be understood as the
mass conservation as in the case of photons, while
the Einstein-frame equation looks different because of
the variation of mass m ∝ A12—here what is conserved is
not the mass in a volume element, ρðcÞa3, but the number of
particles in it, which is proportional to ρðcÞA−12a3.
V. FRAME-INDEPENDENCEOF COSMOLOGICAL
OBSERVABLES
In the previous sections, we have explicitly checked the
mathematical equivalence of the Einstein and conservation
equations in the Jordan and Einstein frames. We have seen
that although quantities such as the matter density pertur-
bation, spatial curvature and gradient of the expansion
scalar are different in these frames, and the matter contents
in them are also not exactly the same, certain combinations
of quantities are frame independent. To demonstrate the
physical equivalence between the frames, we need to show
that the quantities that are directly related to observables are
frame independent.
A. The CMB power spectrum
The CMB temperature map, whose anisotropy informa-
tion is often presented in the form of its angular power
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spectrum CðlÞ, has been a primary cosmological observ-
able, and can be used to simultaneously constrain all six
cosmological parameters in the simple ΛCDM model.
The CMB temperature anisotropies are primarily due to
the inhomogeneities of photon densities at the time of last
scattering, plus late-time secondary temperature fluctua-
tions induced by the CMB photons falling in and climbing
out of the potential wells created by the large-scale
structures on their way to the observer. From the distribu-
tion function of photons, fðE; eÞ, where E is photon energy
and e is the direction vector, the mean energy density can be
written as
ρðγÞ ¼
Z
dEdΩE3fðE; eÞ ∝ T4ðγÞ; ð145Þ
where Ω is the solid angle and TðγÞ is the mean photon
temperature. Hence, the direction-dependent CMB temper-
ature fluctuation around the mean value is given by
½1þ δTðeÞ4 ¼
4π
ρðγÞ
Z
dEE3fðE; eÞ: ð146Þ
The e dependence of the distribution function can be
expanded using projected symmetric trace-free tensors as
f ¼
X∞
l¼0
FAle
Al ¼ F þ Fμeμ þ Fμνeμeν þ    ; ð147Þ
where F is the unperturbed distribution function and Fμ,
Fμν are first order quantities characterizing the direction
dependence. To linear order, this gives the following
expansion [28,31]
δTðeÞ ¼
1
4
X∞
l¼1
ð2lþ 1Þ!
ð−2Þlðl!Þ2 IAle
Al ; ð148Þ
in which IAl are projected symmetric trace-free energy-
integrated multipoles of the distribution function
IAl ≡
4π
ρðγÞ
ð−2Þlðl!Þ2
ð2lþ 1Þ!
Z
∞
0
dEE3FAl : ð149Þ
The collisional Boltzmann equation for photons can then be
written order by order in l, which results in a hierarchy of
coupled equations
I0l;k þ k

lþ 1
2lþ 1 Ilþ1;k −
l
2lþ 1 Il−1;k

þ 4h0kδ0l þ
4
3
kwkδ1l
−
8
15
kσkδ2l
¼ −aneσT

Il;k − δ0lI0;k −
4
3
δ1lv
ðbÞ
k −
1
10
δ2lI2;k

; ð150Þ
where Il;k is the k-space counterpart of IAl : IAl ¼P
kIl;kQ
ðkÞ
Al
, and δ0l etc. are Kronecker deltas. The right-
hand side of Eq. (150) are collisional terms coming from
Thomson scattering and we have neglected polarization for
the discussion here. The lowest three multipoles of Il;k
(l ¼ 0, 1, 2) are, respectively, ΔðγÞk , vðγÞk , πðγÞk , and one can
check that the l ¼ 0, 1 components of Eq. (150) are,
respectively, Eqs. (139) and (140). From the discussion in
previous sections, it follows that ~Il;k ¼ Il;k for all l > 0,
and hence the CMB temperature anisotropies should be the
same in the two frames.
One can check this more explicitly. The solution to
Eq. (150) can be written in the line-of-sight integral formula
as [31]:
Il;kðη0Þ ¼ 4
Z
η0
dηe−τ

kσk þ
3
16
aneσTπ
ðγÞ
k

×

1
3
jl þ jl

þ ½aneσTvðbÞk − kwkjl
þ

1
4
aneσTΔ
ðγÞ
k − h0k

jl

; ð151Þ
in which jl ¼ jlðxÞ ¼ jlðkðη0 − ηÞÞ is the spherical
Bessel function, jlðxÞ ¼ djlðxÞ=dx, and τðηÞ is the optical
depth defined by
τðηÞ≡
Z
η0
η
dηaneσT; ð152Þ
where η0 is the comoving time today.
As discussed above, the conformal time η is the same in
the Jordan and Einstein frames, as well as aneσT and
therefore τ. The spherical Bessel function is the radial
part of the eigenfunction QðkÞ of the comoving spatial
d’Alembertian operator a2□ˆ, and thus is the same in the
two frames. Perturbed variables σk, π
ðγÞ
k and v
ðbÞ
k are frame-
independent too, and so we just need to check that the
remaining terms in Eq. (151) are frame independent—this
can be done by integrating by part the term involving Δk in
Eq. (151):
1
4
Z
dηe−τaneσTΔ
ðγÞ
k jl
¼ 1
4
Z
dη
de−τ
dη
ΔðγÞk jlðkðη0 − ηÞÞ
¼ 1
4
Z
dηe−τ½kΔðγÞk jl − ðΔðγÞk Þ0jl: ð153Þ
As combinations Δk − 4wk and Δk þ 4hk are frame inde-
pendent (which can be checked using relations derived
from previous sections), we conclude that ~Il;k ¼ Il;k and so
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the CMB temperature anisotropies are the same in the
Jordan and Einstein frames.
B. Other observables
Apart from the primary CMB power spectrum, which
depends on the Weyl potential Φk through the Sachs-Wolfe
effect, there are other observables which are directly
determined by Φk. One is the integrated Sachs-Wolfe
(ISW) effect, a secondary effect on the CMB temperature
anisotropies caused by CMB photons gaining (or losing)
energy by falling into and climbing out of time varying
Weyl potentials, and which can be expressed as an
integration over the time variation of Φk:
IISWl;k ¼ 2
Z
η0
η
dηΦ0kjl: ð154Þ
As part of the CMB temperature anisotropies, it is frame
independent as discussed in the previous subsection, and
this can be seen directly as well, given that Φk, jl and η are
the same in the two frames.
Another is gravitational lensing, which is the effect of the
trajectories of photons from distant sources (such as
galaxies or the last scattering surface) being deflected by
the Weyl potential of foreground lenses (such as galaxy
clusters, cosmic voids or more generally the intervening
large-scale structure). This causes distortions of the images
of the sources and amplifications of their magnitudes. The
(unobserved) angular position of the source in the source
plane, β, is related to the observed angular position, θ,
through
βi ¼ θi − 2
c2
Z
χs
0
dχ
ðχs − χÞχ
χs
∇βiΦWeylðχ; βðχÞÞ; ð155Þ
where ΦWeyl is the Weyl potential (the real-space counter-
part of Φk), χ is the comoving distance, χs is the comoving
distance of the source and i ¼ ð1; 2Þ represent the two axes
in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight. The
comoving distance is given by χ ¼ cΔη where Δη is the
conformal time needed for light to travel between
the objects, and is frame independent as c and η. The
Weyl potential is also frame independent, so that it follows
that the gravitational lensing calculated in the two frames
are the same.
The pre-recombination interaction between baryons,
electrons and photons not only lead to the CMB temper-
ature anisotropies, but is also responsible for a baryonic
acoustic oscillation (BAO) length scale which is imprinted
in the late-time distribution of matter, and which can be
used as a standard ruler to measure cosmological distances.
The BAO scale is given by the maximum distance traveled
by sound waves before recombination, and has a comoving
size of
lBAO ¼
Z
ηrec
0
csdη; ð156Þ
where ηrec is the conformal time of recombination and cs is
the speed of sound waves, given by
cs ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1þ ρðbÞ
ρðγÞÞ
q : ð157Þ
Because both ρðbÞ and ρðγÞ transform in the same way in a
conformal transformation, it follows that cs, and therefore
lBAO, are frame independent. The comoving angular
diameter distance for BAO features at a given time η,
dA ¼ lBAO=Θ, where Θ is the angle subtended by the BAO
pattern, is equal to χðηÞ for a flat space, and is frame
independent.
While the relation between the comoving distance and
conformal time, χðηÞ, is frame independent, the same does
not apply if other ‘time’ variables are used. For example,
the scale factor, which is often used as a time variable in
cosmology, is different in the two frames: ~a ¼ ﬃﬃﬃAp a. From
the equations
~a0 ¼
Z
η0
0
dη
d ~a
dη
;
a0 ¼
Z
η0
0
dη
da
dη
¼
Z
η0
0
dη
d
dη
ð ~aA−12Þ; ð158Þ
it can be seen that ~a0 ¼ 1 for today in the Jordan frame
corresponds to a0 ≠ 1 in the Einstein frame, where today is
characterized by a0 ¼ A−
1
2
0 . This means that the comoving-
distance-scale-factor relations are different in the frames.
The physical times are also frame dependent as d~t ¼ ﬃﬃﬃAp dt.
Because time measurements require the use of atomic
transitions, which are not affected by the scalar field in the
Jordan frame where matter is minimally coupled, we
consider ~t as the physical time, and it is convenient to
define ~a0 ¼ ~að~t0Þ ¼ 1.
In the Jordan frame, cosmological redshift is given as
usual: ~z ¼ 1= ~a − 1. In the Einstein frame, it is a bit more
complicated: due to the time evolution of particle masses,
including the electron mass, in this frame, the frequency of
an atomic transition as measured in the past (e.g., when the
conformal time was η), νðηÞ, is not the same as the
frequency of the same atomic transition measured in our
labs today, ν0, but the two are related by νðηÞ ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Aðη0Þ=AðηÞ
p
ν0 since ν ∝ m ¼ ~mA−12 [19]. The total pho-
ton redshifting including this contribution is then 1 þ z≡
νðηÞ=ν0 ¼ ½Aðη0Þ12a0=½AðηÞ12aðηÞ ¼ ~a0= ~a ¼ 1= ~a ¼ 1 þ ~z.
Therefore, redshift is a frame-independent quantity. The
luminosity distance of an object a photon emitted by
which at time η is received by an observer today is given
by dL ¼ ð1 þ zÞχðηÞ where χðηÞ is the comoving distance
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to η, and the (1þ z) factor comes from photon energy
redshifting and time dilation, both of which are affected by
the A-dependence of frequency—with the properly defined
frame-independent redshift, the luminosity-distance-
redshift relation dLðzÞ is the same in the two frames as well.
Finally, another commonly used cosmological observ-
able is the two point correlation function of the matter
overdensity field or its tracers, ξðjrjÞ ¼ hΔðxÞΔðxþ rÞi, or
the matter power spectrum PðkÞ given by hΔkðkÞΔkðk0Þi ¼
ð2πÞ3δðk − k0ÞPðjkjÞ. As we have seen in Eq. (124), Δk is
frame dependent, which means that PðkÞ depends on
whether we are in the Einstein or the Jordan frames. Note
thatPðkÞ is generally gaugedependent, but the effect of using
different gauges is small on small scales.
C. A numerical example
From the discussion and comparisons above, it is
apparent that the Jordan frame has the disadvantage of
having complicated expressions. Taking Eq. (138) as
example: the tilded dynamical quantities in the Jordan-
frame version of these equations, given in Eqs. (129), (130)
and (131), respectively, are lengthy and in the end
they cancel each other in a combination. Therefore, the
Einstein frame is computationally more convenient in
practice.
It is often said that the calculation can be done in
either of the frames, and physical observables should not
depend on which frame is used. While this is true, there is a
subtlety here—the two frames have the same redshift, but
not the same values of the scale factor, i.e., ~a ≠ a. To obtain
observables today, such as the CMB power spectrum, the
linear perturbation equations usually need to be integrated
up to z ¼ 0 or ~a ¼ 1, and if the calculation is carried out in
the Einstein frame the integration should be stopped at
a ≠ 1. Therefore, a recipe for linear perturbation calcu-
lation is to compute the background quantities using ~a
which has the advantage of being more directly related to
redshifts—and the perturbation evolution using the con-
formal time η—which is the same in both frames. There is
no need to derive the Jordan-frame background equations,
even though they should be fairly simple, and in practice
one can do everything in the Einstein frame: ~a is given byﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
a. One example to show why it is more convenient to
use ~a instead of a is the conformal time today, for which we
need to integrate dη=d ~a until ~a ¼ 1, while if we use a the
integration should stop at a ¼ A−1=2 which is model
dependent.5
As an numerical example, we consider the K-mouflage
model [25,26] studied in [32]. In this model, the total action
is given by Eq. (28) with
AðϕÞ ¼ expð2βM−1Pl ϕÞ; ð159Þ
Lϕ ¼ −M4KðσÞ; ð160Þ
where β is a dimensionless model parameter characterizing
the coupling strength of the scalar field with matter in the
Einstein frame,M is a model parameter of mass dimension
that will be fixed given the fractional energy density of the
scalar field today,
σ ≡ 1
2
M−4Pl ð∇ϕÞ2; ð161Þ
K ¼ −1þ σ þ K0σm; ð162Þ
where K0, m are two other dimensionless parameters.
This model has been described in detail in the above
references, and as we only use it as an example to illustrate
our numerical implementation, we shall keep things simple
by only presenting the above equations. Note that σ here
has no subscript k, to be distinguished from the shear σk.
We have implemented this model in the publicly avail-
able linear Boltzmann code CAMB [33], using both the
Einstein and the Jordan frames, and some numerical results
are shown in Fig. 1. In the left panel, we have plotted the
CMB temperature spectra for the K-mouflage model (see
legends for model parameters) as the colored curves, and
the corresponding ΛCDM model6 as the black solid line.
The blue dashed and green solid curves are obtained
respectively by integrating Jordan- and Einstein-frame
perturbation quantities to
ﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
a ¼ 1 and ~a ¼ 1 (in this
particular model we find that a ¼ 1.0835 at ~a ¼ 1), and
they are identical as expected from the discussion above.
The red solid line, in contrast, is obtained by integrating the
Einstein-frame variables to a ¼ 1: here the background
expansion history is incorrect (therefore the shift of CMB
peaks due to wrong distances) and there is less time for the
evolution than in the correct calculation (hence a weaker
integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect).
In the right panel of Fig. 1, we show the linear
matter power spectra for the same models and calculations.
Again, because the red curve stops at a ¼ 1 rather than
a ¼ 1.0835, there has been less time for the growth of
matter density perturbations, which results in a smaller
PðkÞ than the correct prediction. The blue dashed and green
solid lines are identical on small scales, while on very large
scales they show mild difference. The density contrast, and
therefore PðkÞ, is gauge-dependent, and this difference is
expected unless one uses the gauge in which the scalar field
is homogeneous (ξk ¼ 0).
5In many places, the codes are default to integrate to
z ¼ 1= ~a − 1 ¼ 0, e.g., the function dtauda in CAMB. If we
integrate dη=da, these places may all need to be changed.
6This is the ΛCDM model whose present-day density param-
eter ΩΛ is equal to the current density parameter of the scalar
field, Ωϕ0, in the K-mouflage model, and all the non-Kmouflage
model parameters are the same in the two models.
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VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied some aspects of the
physics of the scalar-tensor theory in two conformally
related frames, the so-called Einstein and Jordan frames.
Many debates occurred in the community about their
physical equivalence, and this work aims to confirm the
idea that the two frames are physically equivalent, namely
results of cosmological observations are the same in both
frames, given that they are basically the same action
expressed in different forms using field redefinition.
We have done this by a detailed comparison of the
equations in the two frames at different levels. Starting from
the original actionwritten in theEinstein frame,we reexpress
it in the Jordan frame and derive the Einstein and Klein-
Gordon equations in the two frames, before checking that
they are mathematically equivalent. This means that one can
derive an equation of motion in one frame simply by starting
from its counterpart in the other frame. In other words,
working in parallel and independently in both frames, or
working in a given frame and then moving to the other, are
two equivalent approaches to study these theories.
We have then focused in Sec. IV on the links between
physical quantities (that is, dynamical and kinematic
quantities) in the two frames, and used these relations to
show the equivalence of key linearized perturbed equations.
Many physical quantities (such as the scale factor, the 4-
acceleration or the energy density of a given matter specie
for instance) have different expressions in the two frames,
which could lead to the conclusion that the they are not
physically equivalent. However, the crucial point to notice
is that these quantities are not directly measurable by an
observer. The cosmological observables arise from combi-
nations of these quantities, and Sec. V shows that these
combinations are generally frame independent. Hence,
computations can be done in either frame without changing
physical conclusions.
Physics in the Einstein frame is described by GR, to
which a new specie of matter is added—a scalar field which
will interact will usual species of matter. Hence, in the
Einstein frame, Einstein equations have the same form as in
GR, while conservation equations of different matter
species have different forms from the standard model,
since matter exchange energy and momentum with the
scalar field. For cosmological perturbations, working in the
Einstein frame has the advantage of substantially simplified
field equations. In the Jordan frame, gravity is no longer
described by GR, as the scalar-field is now non-minimally
coupled to the gravitational part of the action so that the
Einstein equations are more complicated. The corrections
to the standard GR equations can be treated as an effective
fluid which contributes terms to the total (effective) stress
energy tensor. In the example of the constraint equation for
the Weyl potential, such complicated additional terms
cancel exactly, leaving the result unchanged from the much
simpler Einstein-frame calculation.
Because the two frames are related by a conformal
transformation, they share the same conformal time (η),
which means that calculations using η as the time variable
are not affected. However, the scale factor takes different
values in the two frames, with the Jordan-frame scale factor
~a considered as the physical one because matter particles
follow their geodesics in this frame. The redshift, ~z ¼ z ¼
1
~a − 1 is a physical observable that is agreed by both frames,
even though z ≠ 1=a − 1 in the Einstein frame. Instead, in
the Einstein frame we have z ¼ 1=ð ﬃﬃﬃAp aÞ − 1; when work-
ing in this frame, the results of observables, such as the
FIG. 1. Left panel: the CMB temperature power spectrum CðlÞ in the different models/calculations. The black solid line is for the
ΛCDMmodel for comparison, the blue dashed and green solid lines are the results computed from the Jordan-frame and Einstein-frame
quantities, respectively, and the red solid line is computed in the Einstein frame but with the calculation stopping at a ¼ 1 rather thanﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
a ¼ 1. Right panel: the same as the left panel but for the matter power spectra PðkÞ.
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CMB power spectrum, may not automatically be the same
as from the Jordan-frame calculation, and care needs to be
taken to ensure that integrations end at the correct time, as
a0 ¼ A−
1
2
0 rather than a0 ¼ 1 represents the present day.
Before closing the paper, we would like to mention that
the cosmological equivalence studied here is at the classical
level. There have been interesting discussions at the
quantum level, e.g., [34], and these are beyond the scope
of this work.
Another interesting point which could motivate further
works is the case when the two metrics are related by more
complicated relations than the conformal one (7) studied
all along this paper. For example, it is known that [35] the
most general relation linking the metrics and a scalar field
ϕ, compatible with causality and the weak equivalence
principle, is a disformal transformation ~gμν ¼ AðϕÞgμν þ
BðϕÞ∇μϕ∇νϕ. As in the conformal case, ðM; ~gμνÞ defines
the Jordan frame, while ðM; gμνÞ defines what we call the
Einstein frame. While a purely conformal transformation is
merely a rescaling of the metric, a disformal transformation
contains both a conformal rescaling of the metric and a
distortion of it. Such transformations have been considered
in various circumstances, such as varying speed of light
cosmologies [36], theories of massive gravity [37] or in the
description of branes embedded in a higher-dimensional
space [38], and the physical equivalence of the Einstein and
Jordan frames in this general case could be particularly
interesting to study, see, e.g., [39–43].
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APPENDIX A: USEFUL PERTURBATION
RELATIONS
In this appendix, we present some useful relations that
hold to first order in perturbations, which are useful for
derivations and checks of the perturbed equations.
We start from the relation between the second-order
covariant derivatives in the two frames ~∇μ ~∇νψ and∇μ∇νψ ,
where ψ is a general scalar quantity:
~∇μ ~∇νψ ¼ 1A∇μ∇
νψ
−
1
2A
ð∇μA∇νψ þ∇μψ∇νA − δμν∇λA∇λψÞ:
ðA1Þ
Using the decomposition of these covariant derivatives in
the two frames,
∇μ∇νψ ¼ ∇ˆhμ∇ˆνiψ þ 1
3
hνμ□ˆψ þ uμuνψ̈ − 2uðμ∇ˆνÞ _ψ
þ 2
3
θuðμ∇ˆνÞψ − σνμ _ψ −ϖνμ _ψ − 1
3
θhνμ _ψ ; ðA2Þ
~∇μ ~∇νψ ¼ ~ˆ∇hμ ~ˆ∇νiψ þ 1
3
~hμ
ν ~ˆ□ψ þ ~uμ ~uνψ∘
∘
− 2~uðμ ~ˆ∇νÞψ∘
þ 2
3
~θ ~uðμ ~ˆ∇νÞψ − σμνψ∘ − ~ϖμνψ∘ − 1
3
~θ ~hμ
νψ
∘
;
ðA3Þ
and that (to first order),
∇μA∇νψ ¼ _A _ψ uμuν − uμ _A∇ˆνψ − uν _ψ∇ˆμA;
∇μψ∇νA ¼ _A _ψ uμuν − uμ _ψ∇ˆνA − uν _A∇ˆμψ ;
∇λA∇λψ ¼ − _A _ψ ;
it can be found that
~θ ¼ 1
A
1
2

θ þ 3
_A
2A

; ðA4Þ
~σμ
ν ¼ 1
A
1
2
σμ
ν; ðA5Þ
~ϖμ
ν ¼ 1
A
1
2
~ϖμ
ν; ðA6Þ
~ˆ□ψ ¼ 1
A
□ˆψ ; ðA7Þ
~ˆ∇hμ ~ˆ∇νiψ ¼ 1A ∇ˆhμ∇ˆ
νiψ ; ðA8Þ
~ˆ∇μψ ¼ ∇ˆμψ ; ðA9Þ
~ˆ∇μψ ¼ 1
A
∇ˆμψ ; ðA10Þ
~ˆ∇μψ∘ ¼ 1
A
1
2

∇ˆμ _ψ −
_A
2A
∇ˆμψ

; ðA11Þ
~ˆ∇μψ∘ ¼ 1
A
3
2

∇ˆμ _ψ − _A
2A
∇ˆμψ

: ðA12Þ
In the 3 þ 1 formalism, time and covariant spatial
derivatives do not commute, but they satisfy the following
relation which is useful in calculations:
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∇ˆμ _ψ ¼ ð∇ˆμψÞ· þ 1
3
θ∇ˆμψ − _uμ _ψ : ðA13Þ
A similar relation exists for the Jordan frame quantities.
APPENDIX B: EQUIVALENCE OF THE
KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS IN THE
JORDAN AND EINSTEIN FRAMES
Let’s start with the Klein-Gordon equation in the Jordan
frame:
~∇μ
∂ ~L ~ϕð ~ϕ; ð ~∇ ~ϕÞ2Þ
∂ð ~∇μ ~ϕÞ

¼ ∂
~L ~ϕ
∂ ~ϕ þ
1
2
d lnA
d ~ϕ
ð ~TðmÞ þ ~Tð ~ϕÞÞ:
ðB1Þ
To show that this equation is equivalent to its Einstein-
frame counterpart, we first slightly rewrite Eq. (27) as
~∇μ
 ∂ ~L ~ϕ
∂ð ~∇μ ~ϕÞ

¼ 1
A
3
2
∇μ
 ∂Lϕ
∂ð∇μϕÞ

þ 1
2A
3
2
d lnA
dϕ
∂Lϕ
∂σ ð∇ϕÞ
2;
ðB2Þ
where we have used ∂Lϕ∂ð∇μϕÞ∇μϕ ¼
∂Lϕ
∂σ ð∇ϕÞ2 where
σ ≡ 1
2
ð∇ϕÞ2.
We will also use the relations ∂ ~ϕ=∂ϕ ¼ A−12, ~L ~ϕ ¼
A−2Lϕ, ~T
ðiÞ ¼ A−2TðiÞ and TðϕÞ ¼ 4Lϕ − ∂Lϕ∂σ ð∇ϕÞ2, where
the last one comes from
TðϕÞμν ¼ − 2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp
δð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp LϕÞ
δgμν
¼ Lϕgμν −
∂Lϕ
∂σ ∇μϕ∇νϕ:
ðB3Þ
Finally, for a Lϕ that contains general functions of
σ ¼ 1
2
ð∇ϕÞ2, to ensure the correct dimension, the
Lagrangian density can be written for example as
Lϕðϕ; σÞ ¼ M4KðM−4 σÞ − VðϕÞ; ðB4Þ
where M is a constant of mass dimension and Kð  Þ is a
dimensionless function. The Jordan-frame counterpart has
the form
~L ~ϕð ~ϕ; ~σÞ ¼ ðA−
1
2MÞ4K½ðA−12MÞ−4 ~σ − ~Vð ~ϕÞ; ðB5Þ
where ~σ ¼ 1
2
ð ~∇ ~ϕÞ2 ¼ A−2σ. Therefore, we have
∂ ~L ~ϕ
∂ ~ϕ ¼ −
2
A
3
2
d lnA
dϕ
Lϕ þ
1
A
3
2
∂Lϕ
∂ϕ þ
1
A
3
2
∂K
∂σ
d lnA
dϕ
ð∇ϕÞ2:
ðB6Þ
Note that ∂K=∂σ ¼ ∂Lϕ=∂σ.
Using the above relations, it is straightforward to check
that Eq. (B1) can be rewritten as
∇μ
∂Lϕðϕ; ð∇ϕÞ2Þ
∂ð∇μϕÞ

¼ ∂Lϕ∂ϕ þ
1
2
d lnA
dϕ
TðmÞ; ðB7Þ
which is the Klein-Gordon equation in the Einstein frame.
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